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…Changing Lives

PE and Sports Premium for Primary Schools Impact Review
The Impact of Sports Premium at Grange Lane Infant Academy 17-18
Impact on Staff
The sports premium has had a huge impact on staff and their knowledge of PE and Health and
Well-Being. The money has allowed the PE co-ordinator to access training around Health and
Well-Being to broaden their knowledge of the subject area as a whole. We have also been able
to provide staff with more stimulating resources to use when teaching their PE lessons. Through use
of the sports premium, staff have been able to access CPD through observing Mini-Kicks and using
the skills and knowledge they have learnt in their own PE lessons. In turn, all of this is having a huge
impact on the quality of lessons that the children receive as well as the quality of their Health and
Well-Being.
Mini-Kicks
Through the use of sports premium we have been able to use the external provider Mini-Kicks to
provide sessions for KS1 children. This is proving very popular with the children as the sessions are
led by very enthusiastic coaches who engage the children brilliantly. We have now been able to
employ Mini-Kicks to run 2 lunchtime clubs a week for KS1 children. As well as this we are now
running 2 nurture groups for 16 children in KS1. During this academic year, Mini-Kicks will be training
children up to become Mini Coaches as well as providing training for staff. We will also be taking
part in a variety of competitions both intra and inter school. Through this relationship with MiniKicks, the founder, Ben Hunter, is now an EAB for our school.
Curriculum and Equipment
Through the use of sports premium we have bought into the Mini-Kicks curriculum which they are
providing training on for staff. They assess the children in their sessions which allows us to build
upon what they have previously learnt. We also use the, ‘Real PE’ curriculum alongside this which
teaches children about the physical aspect of PE but also other aspects such as, social, personal,
creative, etc. This curriculum is engaging both children and teachers and showing lots of progress
in various skills. We were also able to buy lots of new resources to compliment this new curriculum
as well as new resources for our playground leaders to use with the children at playtimes. We
have also used our sports premium for new playground markings.
Youth Sports Trust
We currently hold a Silver Youth Sports Trust Quality Mark which measures the impact of sport and
PE in our school. We were previously bronze; however, the sports premium has allowed us to bring
in fantastic new clubs, staff development, resources and ideas to allow us to progress to silver.
Extra-curricular clubs
We currently have Street Dance run by Cre8ive Dance which is very popular club and often has a
waiting list! We also have a Healthy Cooking club running for Reception children which teaches
them about the importance of eating healthily and trying new foods. Each week we cook a
healthy meal for the children to take home. Our clubs are able to run as they are subsidised by
school using the sports premium. We are always looking into new clubs for the children (and they
change throughout the year) and often send out letters to gauge interest in different sporting
activities. Parents and children asked for a Mini-Kicks after-school club so this is now running from
F2-Y2.
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Staff training
Teachers have taken part in lots of training and will be undertaking more with our new relationship
with Mini-Kicks. They are now much more confident in teaching PE and this is having a very
positive impact on the children’s progress and enjoyment.
Motor On
We have employed Motor On to work with children and staff. Every afternoon they work with 29
children who have difficulties ranging from behaviour to fine motor skills. The primary aim is to
develop children’s gross and fine control. Motor On will also be working with staff to train them to
deliver these sessions themselves. Staff are going in to watch sessions and there is a staff training
session.
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